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Outline 

▪ Semitic non-concatenative Morphology 

     ► The Pro-root approach 

     ► The No-root approach 

 

▪ Challenges to No-rooters  

     ► Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic verbal system 
   - where learners need only store consonants; 

     ► Christian Urmi Neo-Aramaic QoQə verbs 
   - where root vowels interact “above” template vowels; 

      ► Mehri plural agreement 
   - where apparently non-local allomorphy supports roots. 



In Semitic, one often finds sets of words with related 
meaning that share only the consonants 
 
 
 
 
 
      (Modern Hebrew)  
    

Semitic Morphology  

a. kibuʦ ‘gathering’ 
b. kibeʦ ‘gather’ 
c. mikbaʦ ‘grouping’ 
d. kabʦan ‘beggar’ 



a. kibuʦ ‘gathering’ √k,b,ʦ + QiTuL 

b. kibeʦ ‘gather’ √k,b,ʦ + QiTeL 

c. mikbaʦ ‘grouping’ √k,b,ʦ + miQTaL 

d. kabʦan ‘beggar’ √k,b,ʦ + QaTLan 

Traditionally, these words are decomposed into Root and 
Pattern 

Semitic Morphology  



 Pro-root approach 

▪ McCarthy  (1979): Input to Phonology is root+template 
 
 

Root        k    b    ʦ 
 
     skeleton C V C V C 
Template      |     | 
     vocalization    i      u 

 

Semitic Morphology  



 Pro-root approach 

▪ McCarthy (1979): Phonology maps root consonants to 
templatic slots 
 

Root        k    b    ʦ 
     |    |     |  
     skeleton C V C V C       =>    [kibuʦ]  
Template      |     | 
     vocalization    i      u 

 

Semitic Morphology  



 Pro-root approach 

▪ McCarthy (1979): Phonology maps root consonants to 
templatic slots 
 

Root        k    b    ʦ 
     |    |     |  
     skeleton C V C V C       =>    [kibuʦ]  
Template      |     | 
     vocalization    i      u 

 
 
Later (McCarthy 1986), template is described with syllables, not 
templatic slots. 

Semitic Morphology  



 No-root approach 

▪ But does this decomposition really correspond to a 
cognitive reality?  
 
▪ Bat El (1994) says no. Evidence from denominal verbs:  
 
 [fokus] ‘focus’  => [fikes] ‘he focused’ 
 [faks]  ‘fax’    =>   [fikses] ‘to fax’ 
 
▪ If the derivation had to go through an intermediary stage 
of consonantal root extraction, both [faks] and [fokus] 
would result in a root √f,k,s, and the different outputs 
would be underiveable. 

Semitic Morphology  



 No-root approach 

▪ Bat El proposes an account in which the target 
vocalization replaces the vowels of the basic stem, 
resulting in cluster preservation: 
 
 /fokus/ + <i,e>  =>  /fikes/  => [fikes]  
 /faks/  + <i,e>  =>  /fikse/ => (Final-C) [fikses] 
 
▪ No passage through a root level. 
 
▪ Bat El concludes: “It is my contention that (…) 
reconsideration of that unit [i.e. the root] is certainly 
opportune” 
 

Semitic Morphology  



 No-root approach 

▪ Bat El (2001, 2002, 2003) and to some extent Ussishkin 
(1999, 2006) reconsider verbal stems in general: 
 
 

Semitic Morphology  

  PAST 

B1 gadal  ‘grow (intr.)’ 

B2 gidel   ‘grow (tr.)’ 

B3 higdil  ‘enlarge’ 

B2 and B3 stems are derived from 
B1 through vowel replacement (and 
additional processes) 
  
B2 = /gadal/ + <i,e> 
B3 = /gadal/ + <hi,i> 



 No-root approach 

▪ Bat El (2002, 2003) extends the analysis to inflection 
 
 

Semitic Morphology  

  ‘grow (intr.)’ 

PAST gadal 

FUT jigdal 
Future derived from past through 
vowel replacement (and additional 
processes) 
 
Fut = /gadal/ + <ji-,a> 



 No-root approach 

▪ As for verbs that appear in only one pattern, for Bat El 
(2002, 2003) these are basic, indivisible entries. They 
“wear their verbal type on their sleeve.” 
 

Semitic Morphology  

  PAST 

B1 - 

B2 niter   ‘hop’ 

B3 - 

Even though /i,e/ is a morpheme, 
there is no sense in which /niter/ is 
morphologically complex. 

Crucially, this is so for Bat El because given the « root » 
√n,t,r there is no way to predict its appearance in B2. This 
fact must be stored. 



 No-root approach 

▪ As for verbs that appear in only one pattern, for Bat El 
(2002, 2003) these are basic, indivisible entries. They 
“wear their verbal type on their sleeve.” 
 

Semitic Morphology  

  PAST 

B1 - 

B2 niter   ‘hop’ 

B3 - 

Even though /i,e/ is a morpheme, 
there is no sense in which /niter/ is 
morphologically complex. 

Analogy to concatenative languages: even though the -o 
in Spanish lago ‘lake’ is a (masculine) class morpheme, 
lago is stored as a block, because one cannot predict the 
appearance of « root » lag in this class. 
 



 No-root approach 

▪ As for verbs that appear in only one pattern, for Bat El 
(2002, 2003) these are basic, indivisible entries. They 
“wear their verbal type on their sleeve.” 
 

Semitic Morphology  

  PAST 

B1 - 

B2 niter   ‘hop’ 

B3 - 

Even though /i,e/ is a morpheme, 
there is no sense in which /niter/ is 
morphologically complex. 

Prediction: no morphological phenomenon can reference  
either root or pattern in underived entries like niter. 



Challenges to no-rooters  

▪ I’ll try to falsify this prediction with 
 
► Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic verbal system 
   - where learners need only store consonants; 

 
► Christian Urmi Neo-Aramaic QoQə verbs 
   - where root vowels interact “above” template vowels; 
 

► Mehri plural agreement 
   - where apparently non-local allomorphy supports roots. 

 



Challenges to no-rooters  

► Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic verbal system 
   - where learners need only store consonants: 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan (2008): (roughly) two verbal types 

 

 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan (2008): (roughly) two verbal types. 

▪ Yet if the first [ə] of T2 is epenthetic, the vocalization 
is identical in both types 

 

 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan (2008): (roughly) two verbal types. 

▪ Yet if the first [ə] of T2 is epenthetic, the vocalization 
is identical in both types 

 

 

 

 

=> There are no verbal types. 

 

 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Recall Bat El’s take for underived stems: [niter] cannot be 
decomposed because given the « root » √n,t,r there is no way to 
predict its vocalization/appearance in B2. This fact must be 
stored. 

 

 

 

 

 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ In Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic, given the “roots” √q,t,l and √p,r,t,f 
all stem forms are completely predictable.  

▪ Since vocalization expresses TAM identically in all verbs, entries 
are strictly consonantal by economy. 



Jewish Urmi verbal system 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ In Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic, given the “roots” √q,t,l and √p,r,t,f 
all stem forms are completely predictable.  

▪ Since vocalization expresses TAM identically in all verbs, entries 
are strictly consonantal by economy. 



Jewish Arbel verbal system 

Goldenberg (1994), Faust (2015) 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ In fact not only one Semitic language. In related but quite 
different Arbel (Khan 1999), it is also the case, with one 
difference: 

 

▪ The vocalization itself is different in the two types (e.g. IMP & 
INF stems), but can be made to follow from the number of 
consonants (T1 always 3C, T2 always 4c).  



Jewish Arbel verbal system 

Goldenberg (1994), Faust (2015) 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ In fact not only one Semitic language. In related but quite 
different Arbel (Khan 1999), it is also the case, with one 
difference: 

 

▪ The vocalization itself is different in the two types (e.g. IMP & 
INF stems), but can be made to follow from the number of 
consonants (T1 always 3C, T2 always 4c).  

The same claim can be made for many Ethio-Semitic languages: 
speakers need only store a set of root elements, and the 
vocalization and its position with respect to these elements is 
entirely predictable. 



Challenges to no-rooters  

► Christian Urmi Neo-Aramaic QoQə verbs 
   - where root vowels interact “above” template vowels: 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

  a. weak-final 
‘grow tired’ 

b. regular  
‘drag’ 

PRES  ʃarʃə ɟarɟəʃ 
PRES+SUFF ʃarsij- ɟarɟəʃ- 
PAST/_-V ʃurʃi- ɟurɟəʃ-  
PAST /_-C ʃurʃi- ɟurɟəʃ-  
IMP ʃarʃi ɟarɟəʃ 
INF ʃarʃujə ɟarɟuʃə  
VERBAL N ʃarʃe-ta ɟarɟaʃ-ta  

▪ All Semitic languages have a sub class of “weak”, V-final 
verbs, usually analyzed as having a final /j/ 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

  a. weak-final 
‘grow tired’ 

b. weak-final 
QoQə ‘purr’ 

PRES  ʃarʃə momə 
PRES+SUFF ʃarsij- momij- 
PAST ʃurʃi- mumi-  
IMP ʃarʃi momi 
INF ʃarʃujə momujə  
VERBAL N ʃarʃe-ta mome-ta  

▪ In this language (Khan 2016), some weak-final verbs 
appear with an initial round vowel o, instead of the 
expected a. 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ In this language (Khan 2016), some weak-final verbs 
appear with an initial round vowel o, instead of the 
expected a. 

  a. weak-final 
‘grow tired’ 

b. weak-final 
QoQə ‘purr’ 

PRES  ʃarʃə momə 
PRES+SUFF ʃarsij- momij- 
PAST ʃurʃi- mumi-  
IMP ʃarʃi momi 
INF ʃarʃujə momujə  
VERBAL N ʃarʃe-ta mome-ta  

Importantly, stems with [o] occur 
- only with weak final verbs 
- only in quadriradical templates 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan explains that the root here is /m,v,m,j/, which 
yields a stem /mavməj/ => [momə]. 
                             (/avC/=>[oC] is common in the language) 
 

  a. weak-final 
‘grow tired’ 

b. weak-final 
QoQə ‘purr’ 

PRES  ʃarʃə momə 
PRES+SUFF ʃarsij- momij- 
PAST ʃurʃi- mumi-  
IMP ʃarʃi momi 
INF ʃarʃujə momujə  
VERBAL N ʃarʃe-ta mome-ta  



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan explains that the root here is /m,v,m,j/, which 
yields a stem /mavməj/ => [momə]  
           (/avC/=>[oC] is common in the language) 

 
▪ Hence the limitation to quadriradical templates. 
 
▪ But whence the limitation to weak-final verbs? 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

Complete list of QoQə verbs in Khan (2016): 
 
a) ʦoʦə   ‘chirp’  b) nonə    ‘implore’ 
     ɟoɟə  ‘coo’       sosə  ‘beg’ 
    kokə  ‘croak’  c) modə  ‘confess’ 
    popə  ‘bleat’ 
    momə  ‘purr’ 
    zozə  ‘howl’  
   

=> Correlation between iteration (often of a sound) and 
reduplication. 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ This correlation is apparent in many reduplicated strong 
verbs too, e.g. 
 
 barbər ‘roar’ 
 ʦanʦən ‘buzz’ 
 patpət ‘whisper repeatedly’  etc. (many others, p. 455) 
  

=> QoQə verbs are reduplicated biradicals. 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan (2016:456) points out that sound-denoting verbs 
regularly have a corresponding sound denoting noun of 
the form QəTTá-Qə́T 
 
 barbər ‘roar’  bərrá-bər      ‘a roar’ 
 ʦanʦən ‘buzz’ ʦənná-ʦən   ‘a bus’ 
  



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Khan (2016:456) points out that sound-denoting verbs 
regularly have a corresponding sound denoting noun of 
the form QəTTá-Qə́T: 
 
 barbər ‘roar’  bərrá-bər      ‘a roar’ 
 ʦanʦən ‘buzz’ ʦənná-ʦən   ‘a bus’ 
  

▪ … and so do QoQə verbs: 
 
 ʦoʦə ‘chirp’  ʦəvva ́-ʦəv      ‘a chirp’ 
 zozə ‘buzz’ zəvva ́-zəv         ‘a buzz’ 

 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

=> QoQə verbs are reduplicated /Q,v/ biradicals 
 
▪ An OCP effect dissimilates the second /v/ from the first 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  => +/a,ə/ => /kavkəj/ => [kokə]  

V-tier 

C-tier 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ Crucially, the effect operates only on the vocalic tier. 
Consonants do not interact (as we also saw for strong 
QaTQəT). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  => +/a,ə/ => /kavkəj/ => [kokə]  

V-tier 

C-tier 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ According to no-rooters, such stems are not 
decomposable.  
 
▪ But if that were the case, a contour would be present 
between the two /v/’s, and there would be no OCP 
violation. 
 
 
 
 
 
            => /kavkəv/ => *[kokəv] 
       (as seen, [əv] is a legitimate finale sequence) 

V-tier 

C-tier 



Christian Urmi QoQə verbs 

Challenges to no-rooters   

=> Root and patterns must be represented on different 
tiers for root-vowels to interact above template-vowels. 
 
▪ Stems must be decomposable along morphological, not 
phonological lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          a    ə               a    ə 

V-tier 

C-tier 



Challenges to no-rooters  

► Mehri plural agreement 
   - where apparently non-local allomorphy supports roots. 



Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

G-a  G-a, III-w G-b G-b III-y H 

yərúkəz yəbáyn yətbór yəsoni yəhənsúm 

yərə́kz-əm yəbány-əm yətbír yəsány-əm yəhənsím 

3msg 

3mpl 

‘straighten’ ‘build’ ‘see’ ‘breathe’ ‘break’ 

T T III-y ʃ G-a pass 
yəntəfúz yərtúkˀi Yəʃxəbúr yərkóz 
yəntəfíz yərtə́kˀy-əm yəʃxəbír yərkíz 

3msg 

3mpl 

‘read’ ‘ask’ ‘straighten’ ‘cut 1’s foot’ 



Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

G-a  G-a, III-w G-b G-b III-y H 

yərúkəz yəbáyn yətbór yəsoni yəhənsúm 

yərə́kz-əm yəbány-əm yətbír yəsány-əm yəhənsím 

yərə́kz-ən yəbány-ən yətbər-ən yəsány-ən yəhənsəm-ən 

3msg 

3mpl 

‘straighten’ ‘build’ ‘see’ ‘breathe’ ‘break’ 

3fmpl 



Mehri plural agreement 

Data and generalization: Bendjaballah & Ségéral (2015), Rubin (2010) 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪ if the second vowel of the base is round, then it 
will be replaced by [i]  

 

yərúkəz + {i,-m} => [yərə́kz-əm] 

yəbáyn + {i,-m} => [yəbány-əm] 

yətbór + {i,-m} => [yətbír], *[yətbór-əm] 

 
Form to rule out 



▪  Element theory (Kaye et al. 1985, Backley 
2011): labials contain the element U 
 

* yetbor + m     

 

           U       U 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   



▪  Element theory (Kaye et al. 1985, Backley 
2011): labials contain the element U 
 

* yetbor + m     

 

           U       U      OCP! 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   



▪  Element theory (Kaye et al. 1985, Backley 
2011): labials contain the element U 
 

* yetbor + m     

 

           U       U      OCP! 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

…and so the umlaut allomorph [yətbir] is selected 



▪  Element theory (Kaye et al. 1985, Backley 
2011): labials contain the element U 
 

* yetbor + m     

 

           U       U      OCP! 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

…and so the umlaut allomorph [yətbir] is selected 
(some sort of priority -m > i must be assumed) 



 
  

 

   yerukəz + m     

 

      U             U  No OCP violation (too far) 

…and so -m is selected, [yərə́kz-əm] 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   



 
  

 

   yetbor + n     

 

           U   No OCP violation in feminine 

…and so never umlaut *[yətbir] 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   



Mehri plural agreement 

Arad (2005), Borer (2013) 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪  What happens when a root ends in /m/? 

 

Root-and-pattern prediction: Structurally, the root is 
only superficially closer to suffix. It could in principle be 
ignored. 

 

√nsm 

/haQTəL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

=> yəhansəm-əm agrP        

     [pl] 
 {m>i} 



Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

▪  What happens when a root ends in /m/? 

 

No-root prediction: /m/ must also trigger the choice of 
/i/ umlaut, since the stem is morphologically simplex. 



Mehri plural agreement 

Johnstone 1987 

Challenges to no-rooters   

Mehri subjunctives 
      

 

 

 

 

The use of the suffix /m/ is not blocked when 
the stem ends in /m/. 

  

G-b H 

yətbór yəhánsəm 

yətbír yəhánsəm-əm 

3msg 

3mpl 

‘break’ ‘breathe’ 



• Root is only superficially close to the suffix; in 
the morpho-syntactic structure, the template 
intervenes: 

√nsm 

/haQTəL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

=> yəhansəm-əm agrP        

  [pl] 
{i,əm} 

√tbr 

/iQToL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

=> yətbír agrP        

No OCP violation!!! OCP violation!!! 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

     [pl] 
 {m>i} 

     [pl] 
  {m>i} 



• Two phase derivation 

√nsm 

/haQTəL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

Spell-out 
 
haQTəL + {m>i} 
 
n,s,m 

agrP        

     [pl] 
{m>i} 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

 /n,s,m/ 

phonology 
 
haQTəL + əm 
     | |  | 
     n s  m 

 [hansəməm] 

No OCP 
violation!!! 



• Two phase derivation 

√tbr 

/iQToL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

Spell-out 
 
iQToL + {m>i} 
 
t,b,r 

agrP        

     [pl] 
{m>i} 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

 /t,b,r/ 

phonology 
 
iQTiL 
 | | | 
 t  b r 

 [itbir] 

OCP 
violation!!! 



• This understanding  requires a structural, rather than 
phonological, separation of consonants and vowels, against 
Bat-El’s contention that such decomposition is 
epiphenomenal. 

√nsm 

/haQTəL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

=> yəhansəm-əm agrP        

  [pl] 
{i,əm} 

√tbr 

/iQToL/        

        v 
        |        

vP        

=> yətbír agrP        

No OCP violation!!! OCP violation!!! 

Mehri plural agreement 

Challenges to no-rooters   

     [pl] 
 {m>i} 

     [pl] 
  {m>i} 



▪ We have seen three arguments for the relevance of 
morphological decomposition of stems into root+ pattern 
in Semitic. 
 
► Jewish Urmi Neo-Aramaic verbal system 
   - where learners need only store consonants 

 
► Christian Urmi Neo-Aramaic QoQə verbs 
   - where root vowels interact “above” template vowels 

 
► Mehri plural agreement 
   - where apparently non-local allomorphy supports roots. 

 

Conclusions 



▪  These arguments  join many others, e.g. in Prunet 
(2006), Faust & Hever (2010) and Davis (to appear). 
 
▪ None of them have been countered by No-root 
proponents. 

Conclusions 



▪  These arguments  join many others, e.g. in Prunet 
(2006), Faust & Hever (2010) and Davis (to appear). 
 
▪ None of them have been countered by No-root 
proponents. 

Conclusions 



▪  These arguments  join many others, e.g. in Prunet 
(2006), Faust & Hever (2010) and Davis (to appear). 
 
▪ None of them have been countered by No-root 
proponents. 

Conclusions 

? 
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▪ So how can one explain the transfer in 
 
 /fokus/ + <i,e>  =>  /fikes/  => [fikes]  
 /faks/  + <i,e>  =>  /fikse/ => (Final-C) [fikses] 
 
▪ Well, by transfer. Every slot in the QiTeL template can 
harbor more than one consonant, and there is a pressure 
to preserve as many aspects of the base as possible. 
 
   

Appendix: Modern Hebrew Transfer 



▪ So how can one explain the transfer in 
 
 /fokus/ + <i,e>  =>  /fikes/  => [fikes]  
 /faks/  + <i,e>  =>  /fikse/ => (Final-C) [fikses] 
 
▪ Such a pressure is not incompatible with root extraction. 
 
▪ In fact, Bat El (1994) herself assumes that such a pressure 
applies before vowel replacement: 
Denominal verbs will appear in the verbal type that best 
allows to preserve as many aspects of the base.  
 /spam/+<hi,i> => /hispim/ => [hispim] 

Appendix: Modern Hebrew Transfer 


